The City College baseball team assured itself of a winning record in league and overall play last week by splitting a pair of games with Iona College, and Hofstra University. It won by a score of 6-5, while the Lavender got by the Flying Dutchmen by a 6-4 count. The combination gives the Beavers a 6-4 record overall.

The Gaels opened the scoring in the top of the fourth on a home run by their veteran shortstop, Jim Mitchell, but Beavers' pitcher, Ken Rosenblum, who had a fantastic day at the plate and in the field, tied it up with his second homer of the season.

Bobby Nunez and Ken Kolenko walked when Nunez and Kolenko walked in the bottom of the fifth on another homer but the Beavers' Ray Weronick opened the inning with a walk and went to third on Steve Mazzu's double. Bob Nanez walked, loading the bases, and Charlie Kolenko delivered two runs with a single to the middle, knotting the score at 3-3.

The Lavender went ahead for the first time on the bottom of the sixth and scored what seemed to be an insurance run in the seventh. The two run lead proved to be inadequate, however, when Iona parlayed three hits, two walks and a huge Beavers' error into three runs to regain the lead.

City threatened in the ninth when Nunez and Kolenko walked ahead of the Beavers.
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COUNCIL PETITIONS NOW AVAILABLE
For Freshman, Junior, Senior Seats

Petitions are now available for Student Council positions in the classes of ’69, ’71, and ’72 and the Ticker Association according to Council President Harold Fremer.

The class of ’69 has one open seat. The Freshman class will elect a President, Vice President, four representatives, and a freshman executive. Petitions can be obtained at the Information Desk in the lobby of the Student Center. Representatives must obtain 25 signatures from students in their class. Students running for class offices and the Ticker Association require 50 signatures. Petitions must be returned on October 1 to the Election Meeting.

The Ticker Association acts as publisher of The Ticker. They appoint the editor, provide the funds and oversee the fiscal operations of the paper. The Association has six student members, two elected by the student body, two by the Student Council, and two by the Council of Club Presidents. The board has three openings. One will be filled by the student body and two by the Council of Club Presidents.

(R.C.A. BUILDING TO BE ADDED TO BARUCH COLLEGE CAMPUS)

The acquisition of the R.C.A. Building on Twenty-Fourth Street, between Lexington and Third Avenues was assured during the summer when the Fund and the State Dormitory Fund and the State Dormitory Authority approved the purchase. Negotiations for the purchase or lease of the building began last May at the request of the Board of Higher Education. The decision to buy was made in July and approved by the Board on the 23rd.

A contract was made and the Board of the 23rd. The transaction was approved on August 20.

The acquisition of the R.C.A. Building and the School of Business Administration is hoped to provide funds to make needed changes in the main building including repairs to the elevators. Although the sale has not been finalized, Baruch is assured of acquiring the building. If the sale is finalized, the City will condemn the structure and take it over under the right of eminent domain.

The building has been scheduled for the near future. Also, the purchase of the R.C.A. Building will be added to the Student Activities budget.

(Council Petitions are now available for Freshman, Junior, Senior Seats)

Professor Thomas to Serve As Provost; Ask Interim Appointment of New Deans

Professor Samuel F. Thomas now is the Provost of the Baruch College. He was appointed to the Board of Higher Education to fill the position of Provost on February 26. Provost Thomas will serve until the end of the 1962-63 academic year.
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Council Petitions Now Available For Freshman, Junior, Senior Seats

Petitions are now available for Student Council positions in the classes of ’69, ’71, and 72 and the Ticker Association according to Council President Harold Fremer.

The class of ’69 has ten seats open, the class of ’71 has one seat open, while the class of ’72 has one seat open. The Freshman class will elect a President, Vice President, four representatives, and a freshman executive. Petitions can be obtained at the Information Desk in the lobby of the Student Center. Representatives must obtain 25 signatures from students in their class. Students running for class offices and the Ticker Association require 50 signatures. Petitions must be returned on October 1 at the Election Meeting.

The Ticker Association acts as publisher of The Ticker. They appoint the editor, provide the funds necessary for the operation of the paper. The organization has six student members, two elected by the student body, two by the Student Council, and two by the Council of Club Presidents. The board has three openings. One will be filled by the student body and two by the Council of Club Presidents.

(Continued on Page 2)

R.C.A. Building to Be Added To Baruch College Campus

The acquisition of the R.C.A. Building on Twenty-Fourth Street between Lexington and Third Avenues was assured during the summer when the City, University Construction Fund have agreed to lease of the building. The lease of the building began last fall. The City, University Construction Fund approved: a lease of the building at the request of the Board of the 23rd. The 500,000 square feet will provide funds to needed changes in the main building including repairs to the elevators.

Although the sale has been finalized, Baruch is assured of acquiring which will be the first floor of the new building. The City will condemn the structure and take control of the right of eminent domain. Provost Thomas has suggested that the college will need 50 new classrooms within a short time. Thirty of these will be in the R.C.A. Building as offices are considered. The remaining 20 will be in the R.C.A. Building.

The seven floor R.C.A. Building has approximately 140,000 square feet. Tentative plans call for the first two floors to be used for offices, one floor a Computer Center and the top floor will be used for storage.

A representative of the Architectural firm of Schuman, Lichtenstein and Camann, met with Provost Thomas and Dean Kentenbaum last Friday to review the plans for the necessary renovations and alterations. Additional plans have been scheduled for the near future.

The 24th Street building, except for the two months that it is hoped that all necessary work can be completed prior to the Spring term.

The total cost of the new building and the alterations to the U.C. Building is estimated at $75,000.000.000. The funds will come from the City, University Construction Authority.

(Continued on Page 2)
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Two School Structure Requested by Faculty

The faculty of the Baruch College, now under the leadership of President Weaver, has recommended the establishment of a Board of Higher Education. The action came at a closed meeting last Sunday in the auditorium of the Criminal Justice Office.

According to an announcement made publicly by Provost Thomas, the faculty indicated its preference overwhelmingly in favor of an establishment of a Board of Higher Education. Dr. Newton, the new President, Dr. Robert C. Newton, after this recommendation, had met with the faculty and Dr. Newton assured the faculty that the Board of Higher Education will be formed in the fall of 1968.

The Faculty action will be forwarded to the President of the College, who will then make a final recommendation to the Board of Higher Education Committee of the Board of Higher Education. It is expected that recommendations will be submitted in late November or early December before action at the next Board of Higher Education Meeting.

Dean Andrew Lavender commented on the choice of a Board of Higher Education as a successor to the Urban Affairs Commission. He said: "I called the decision an expression of the wishes of the faculty, which has agreed to a first step in the direction of the realization of the mandate and a further expansion of the college's educational program."

Dean David Newton, in his farewell address, said: "We have . . . a sense of great personal pride and satisfaction in having accomplished so much in the past few years."
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Professor Thomas to Serve As Provost; Ask Interim Appointment of New Deans

Professor Samuel P. Thomas now is the Provost of the Baruch College. He was ap­ pointed at the Board of Higher Education meeting held on February 26. Professor Thomas will serve until the end of the 1967-1968 academic year.

(Continued on Page 3)

Dr. Lavender

Professor Andrew Lavender is chairman of the English Department at Brooklyn College. He was appointed co-chairman of the City College in 1996, M.C. at Columbia in 1959, and his Ph.D. in 1955. He is chairman of the Committee on Student Activities, member of the Faculty Senate and member of the Board of Higher Education.

Assistant Needed

Provost Thomas declared the ap­ pointment of Professors Lavender and Kentenbaum would greatly assist him in the administration of the college. With his promotion and assistance of Dean Henry Gruzen and the Dean will be in need of a new administrator.

Work With Architects

Dean Kentenbaum will also work with the architects who are planning the construction of the new R.C.A. Building. (Continued on Page 3)
R.C.A. From a Stable to a College

There was a stable, once a congregate of mules and horses, that once housed the first edition of a college catalog. After the building was converted into a classroom building in 1919, the idea was to change the name of the building to "R.C.A." because the catalog was produced there. However, a number of names were suggested, such as "Barnum and Bailey" and "Carnegie Hall," but no name was accepted until the College of Business was formed and the building was renamed "R.C.A." for its role in the college's early years.

A student's view

The Democrats in Chicago

According to his last request, the horse and buggy as big business. According to his last request, the horse and buggy as big business. The horse and buggy as big business. According to his last request...
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Our Policy

With the start of each new term, The Ticker's policy is determined and a central theme is developed by the editors. This semester, as in past terms, one of the prime goals of The Ticker will be to help with the formation of all the integral parts of the new Baruch College. In order to accomplish this, The Ticker will comment on the proposals of others and present our own plans. We will try to keep you informed as to the current state of all discussion, and so far our College's policy is that of the students who are involved in the formation of the College.

We will carefully follow all the actions and decisions of the College, all those that are favorable to the students. We will welcome any public expressions. We are the students of the College and the College is ours.

The latest in student involvement, however, is not sufficient to deal with the present new facing the College. A serious effort on the part of faculty to join with students is one of the important factors. Faculty, too, are therefore asked to consider The Ticker and every opportunity will be afforded them.

In our second issue, we will outline the roles of the students, the faculty, and the College in the events directly related to the present student movements. Students, the faculty, and the College will take a real effort on the part of the present staff as well as the College staff to consider The Ticker. Student Council and the students of the School must work in unison.

You Are Wanted

We wrote a little earlier in the last issue of the Student Council's meeting. Despite several invitations, a club president and students were elected. This week Council's agenda will include appointments to the Disciplinary Committee, the election rules, and budgets. There will also be a discussion of Baruch's Faculty Council meetings. Every Thursday at 4 p.m., Student Council meets in the Faculty Council Room 903. You're invited.

For Consideration

This is an important period in the history of the student life of Baruch College—the decisions made in the next few weeks will affect students for years to come. It is unfortunate that the needs of the students have not been the prime consideration in the past years. It is important to point out that the student's needs have not been the prime consideration in the past years. It is important to point out that the student's needs have not been the prime consideration in the past years. It is important to point out that the student's needs have not been the prime consideration in the past years.

It is important to point out that the student's needs have not been the prime consideration in the past years.

(Continued on Page 7)
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FALL RECEPTION THIS FRIDAY AT 8:30 P.M.

YOU CAN LIVE WITHOUT H.P.A. But Why?
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Employment Opportunities

Appointments are available for Upperclassmen and Graduate Students interested in the campus placement program. Interested students must register with the Placement Office, Room 407, Student Center, in order to make the essential arrangements for interviews. For general information, please consult the Placement Office.

City Will Offer Nursing B.S. in Sept. 69 With Mt. Sinai

A School of Nursing will be established at City College in December, 1968, it was announced today by Dr. B. D. Gallagher, the school's Dean.

Dr. Gallagher noted that continuing advances in medical science make it necessary to train nurses in institutions of higher learning. The new school will keep abreast of the latest developments in medical science. It will be established under the auspices of the Hospital and the Mount Sinai School of Medicine. The school will be affiliated with the City University of New York and Mount Sinai Hospital. It will occupy one wing of the Mount Sinai Hospital building.

All appointments are made on the basis of academic and/or professional qualifications. Students who are already licensed to practice nursing in the state of New York will be given preference.

Fulbright Scholarship Program Grants Funds For Graduate Study

The competition for United States Government grants for graduate study or research, open to United States citizens, is now being accepted.

The competition is open to United States citizens, excluding United States nationals residing in the Philippines, China, Japan, and Korea. Any student who is a citizen of Iran and who does not wish to consider a permanent residence in the United States is not eligible.

The deadline for submission of applications is December 1, 1968. The selection committee will begin to consider applications on December 15, 1968.

Order now for the weekly publication.
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Democratic Chicago - The View From Inside

CHICAGO (CPS) — Inside the Amphitheater the delegates were engaged in a true Great Debate to decide the party's platform position on the Vietnam war. Former Kennedy aide Theodore Sorensen, looked nervous, hesitated, and then tried earnestly to tell the Democrats why it was so important to take a stand for peace.

"If you can't give the young people and the idealists a candle that they want," he said, "at least give them this plank to preserve their enthusiasm in the Democratic party."

While the delegates were ignoring the advice, thousands of youths were taking the streets, protesting a "closed convention" in a demonstrations and shouting that Sorensen's words might prove prophetic.

Determined to march to the Amphitheater, they were turned back by soldiers, tear gas, Mops, and menacing National Guard troops. The violence underscored the party Establishment's feeling about dissent, and further justified the protest's presence, in their own eyes, and in the eyes of millions of TV viewers who witnessed the blood flow of Michigan Avenue.

Pent-up Feeling

To say that the demonstrators in the streets of Chicago lacked "enthusiasm" for the Democratic Party and its convention is an understatement. There's clearly a substantial amount of pent-up feeling and emotion that there's little chance to influence - salute from Roalist publisher Taul.

"We want to be known as the people who hang in there," Yippie leader Abbie Hoffman put it. "Knowledge is the beginning of action. We now have knowledge. And we all have to keep learning how bad it can be. That's one reason we're having this Festival of Life in the City of Death."

There was something ominous about Chicago during convention week that justified Delliger's "death" label. It was not just the violence; it was also the mood that the young people were in. As proof of that Abbie Hoffman put it, "no permits and free convention." We all have to keep learning how bad it can be. That's one reason we're having this Festival of Life in the City of Death."

"Knowledge is the beginning of action. We now have knowledge." We all have to keep learning how bad it can be. That's one reason we're having this Festival of Life in the City of Death."

The alienation and frustration that followed the "Festival of Life" in the City of Death was not just an event. It was a part of the Vietnam war. The armies of the night had, as Abbie Hoffman put it, "no permit and free convention." We all have to keep learning how bad it can be. That's one reason we're having this Festival of Life in the City of Death."

From inside the convention building, the delegates were experiencing the same sense of frustration and alienation as those who were marching in the streets. The violence and chaos that were occurring outside the convention hall were also being felt inside the building. The delegates were frustrated with the lack of progress on the Vietnam war and with the lack of representation of their ideas within the Democratic Party. The delegates were also frustrated with the media coverage of the convention, which they felt was biased and unfair.

For a Reading of Over 10,000
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